Flicker is a hosting site for photos. I’ve loaded the photos we’ll be using to supplement the lab into this one site. When you click on the link from the Lab page, you’ll see the ‘Set’ of photos that we’ll be using for that lab exercise.

On the left, is a picture of the Histology Atlas (the set title is in the left hand corner of the photo) you will be using for the microscope lab exercises. You’ll notice that the photographs are arranged alphabetically, there’s a title for each photo and, in some cases, a description of the photograph.

In the top corner, you’ll see there is a ‘Thumbnail’ view. If you click on that, the Histology Atlas is presented in a different format.

The thumbnail view provides you a view of many more photos but they are smaller (thumbnail) photos.

You can click on any photograph to get a larger view with the title (and description).

There is also a ‘Slideshow’ feature which advances the slides in a show (you can see where to click on the top right hand corner ‘slideshow’ in the top two photographs.

There are controls in how you can view the photographs in the slideshow in this view, too!